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Introducing the
 Pneumatico Pallet Repair Table

What is a Pallet Repair Table?

The Pneumatico WT-2 Pallet Repair Table,
is an ergonomic workstation dedicated to the 
repair of EPAL/EURO pallets.

What are the key features?

·The pneumatic lift allows
 effortless 360 degree rotation of the pallet.
·The trough takes away
 the physical demands involved 
 when flipping pallets.
·The transport roller is a design feature 
 to aid with loading the pallet onto 
 the workstation.

·Balancers are mounted to the Angled Rails 
 to support the weight of the nail guns
 significantly reducing operator fatigue.
·LED lights for a well illuminated work area.
·Robust solid steel work top construction 
prevents damage from occuring to the work 
surface.
      

Pneumatico WT-2 Pallet Repair Table Features

About AT Z-Motion

Based in Colchester, Essex, we are experts in the field of CNC technology and supply Routers, 
Laser Cutters, Pallet Assembly Tables and Hot Wire Cutters.  

As engineers we also offer maintenance and machine relocation services.

www.atz-motion.co.uk 

Why use a Pallet Repair Table?

1. Having the right tools for the job 

Given the significance of pallet repairs to many businesses, 
having a dedicated workstation specifically designed for this process,
with all the required tools mounted, ensures a productive,
professional and safe working environment.  

2. Efficiency

The features of the workstation were designed to ensure the quick and efficient 
repair of pallets by making the flipping and rotating of the pallet as easy
and effortless as possible. 

The physical nature of repair work inevitably results in a fall in production due
to fatigue setting in. while at the same time increasing the risk of exposure to injury. 

Given that the EPAL/EURO pallet is the most popular and well used pallet globally, 
the need to repair quickly and efficiently can not be underestimated.

3. Profitablity
 
Fast, efficient and safe production of repaired pallets is the only guaranteed way to ensure 
long term growth, success and profitablity.  Given the soaring price of timber, 
the ability to efficiently  manufacture pallets from recycled pallets is critical to the bottom line 
of all businesses.

4. Sustainability

With global demand for timber at an all time high, and timber production falling due to deforestation, 
climate change and the current war in Ukraine, the need to manufacture from recycled pallets 
and re-used wood is fundamental to the wood pallet industry being sustainable 
both now and in the future. 

For pricing or further information please contact:
Contact: John Ichikawa (Sales Manager)
Mobile: +44 7908 175 191
Mail: john@atz-motion.co.uk

John Ichikawa - Sales
Mail:
Mobile - +44 7908 175 191   

john@atz-motion.co.uk
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